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FOR AN ACTIVE EUROPEAN CITIZENSHIP: the EUROPEAN CHARTER
of STUDENT COUNCIL - ESCS
During the Italian meeting, from
10th to 15th of May, the Italian
students and their guest student
from France, Poland and Romania
met and did some activities with
the coordination of some Italian
teachers such as Di Terlizzi
Cristina and Piarulli Annamaria.
On Tuesday morning, students
played some games about diversity
and
difference.
After
the
comprehension of the meaning of
these two words, everybody did
the own identity card in which we
wrote not only personal details but

also our hobbies and our future plans.
Moreover we created a poster with all these cards with our photos and the drawings of
French, Italian, Romanian, polish and English flags.
With this experience we understood there is no diversity but only some differences among
people for religion, culture, language exc…. So we mustn’t misunderstand their meaning.
After this preamble, we did other games whose aims were: the confidence on the others, to
well communicate without prejudices or know how to listening the others.
On Wednesday morning, when the group -of French, Italian, Romanian and Polish students- ,
was complete, we drafted some Multilateral Comenius’ logos and, after a democratical
election, we chose the best one.
During this morning we did also some exercises on our national hymns.
On Thursday, which was the Europe’s day, at first we went to the town library where some
members of the student council showed the results of two projects (“I LIVE” – “WE LIVE”)
such as a video and a blog “young world” about some teenagers’ problems.
Then we went to the town hall where there were some primary and media schools. We did
some games about peer mediation, confidence, cooperation, good practises and well being
together.
To close all the morning we sang a song which symbolised this project such as “We are the
world”.
In the evening we went again to the town hall to sing Polish, Romanian, French and Italian
hymns, to sing some unpublished songs about interculture, to show a video and a power point
about the Multilateral Comenius project and about some project in our school.
On Friday, we went to school with all the group and we played some games in the school’s
football pitch with the coordination of the teacher Leuci Lucia.
This project has been a very beautiful and useful experience because in these two years,
thanks to meetings, we have known other culture, tradition, languages and friends and we’ve
improved our English.
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